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ミソサザイの羽 
Intro to the Japanese Dollhouse 

This has been on my to-make list ever since my childhood discovery of two books by Rumer Godden:  Miss Happiness 
and Miss Flower and Little Plum.   

 
 
Much as my little Koron wanted to live in a wren house, I decided she would be happier in a dollhouse.  Resources or kits 
for building a Japanese dollhouse are rare outside of Japan, and even there, finding one with an appropriate scale to put 
dolls in is very difficult. 
 

Japan’s climate and frequent earthquakes mean houses were historically one floor, and elevated off the ground.  With 
today’s advanced building technology, most Japanese people in cities and suburbs live in more Western-style houses or 
apartments, but out in the country, old farmhouses tend to be large and sprawling on one level.   Most of the 
farmhouse-style floorplans and dollhouses I looked at had the exact same arrangement:  Earth floor kitchen at the far 
right, raised up hardwood floor with a sunken fireplace to the left of it and tatami room to the left of that.  To avoid a 
long house that would take up a lot of space I came up with an interesting idea – a matryoshka dollhouse!  It’s a series of 
increasingly smaller room boxes without a roof (for easier lighting of photography).  Make just one or make several!  
Need a better angle to take a picture?  Pull them apart!  For now this house has two rooms, but the plan is that more 
rooms, namely a kitchen and entry, will follow. 

A fascinating, but somewhat technical book called Measure and Construction of the Japanese House by Heino Engel 
explains how these measurements came to be, and that they were originally based on human body measurements.  
Even today in Japan, real estate listings often measure room sizes by the number of tatami mats (roughly 3’x6’) that fit in 
them. 

This house was laid out to be as traditional as possible, using old-style measurements of ken, which was roughly equal to 
6’.  The tatami room is technically an 8-mat room (12’x12’) but the tokonoma wall takes up the space of 2 mats, 
meaning in actual usable floor space it’s a 6-mat room.  The other room with the wooden floor is a 4 ½ mat room. 
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What makes this room Japanese? 

 

• Tokonoma 床の間 

o The most quintessentially Japanese room has a tokonoma.  At its most basic, it is a little niche with a 
scroll and some flowers to reflect the season.  In a smaller house, it may have a closet with fusuma next 
to it, but in a larger house, it may be part of a whole wall dedicated to artful display.  If this is the case, 
the tokonoma is placed on an exterior wall so it can be lit by a window, and the wall will also contain a 
chigai dana or sometimes a Buddhist /Shinto household altar.  

• Chigai Dana 違い棚 
o Recess with some combination of upper/lower cabinets and shelves.  Sometimes there’s a large, 

decorative window behind it.  Unlike in a western home, both the tokonoma and these shelves contain a 
carefully chosen, seasonally-related display rather than accumulating dozens of knickknacks to be 
dusted.  If this room has a tea ceremony function, tea utensils can be displayed here. 

• Ebizuka 海老束 

o Pillar made of a large, rustic-looking piece of wood that separates the tokonoma from the chigai dana. 

• Shoji 障子 

o Many westerners are familiar with the sliding Japanese doors called shoji.  These are made of a wooden 
frame, fitted together and backed with paper.  These are sometimes found as window coverings too.  
Shoji are traditionally used on the outside walls, also serving the function of admitting filtered light. 

• Fusuma ふすま 

o These are opaque doors covered in white paper, often with a strip of decorative paper as well.  They are 
used as inside doors and slide open/closed to function as doors within the house or conceal closet 
space. 
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Stuff in the picture that’s actually from Japan:    

• Rement accessories (table, food, carved bear) from the 80s nostalgia set 

• Yotsuba (the green-haired doll – check out the manga named after her, it is SO adorable) 

• Azone Koron (the brown-haired doll) 

 

What’s not in here that could be: 

• Brazier – missing because it’s summer!  It’s a round/cylindrical ceramic vessel that holds coals for heating 

• Transom – often above the fusuma there is a long window made of slats or an elaborately carved, perforated 
wooden panel that serves a decorative function, admits light and allows air to flow between rooms. 

• Shrine/Altar – this is not necessarily always in the tatami room, but many families keep photos and funeral 
tablets (sort of like tiny gravestones) as a remembrance of loved ones on an altar and may put flowers or burn 
incense there as well.     

o Buddhist altars are called butsudan (仏壇).  These are cabinets that open to reveal an icon (usually 
Buddha) inside.      

o The home version of a Shinto shrines is called kami-dana (神棚).  (The observant will note the final kanji 

here is the same as in chigai-dana above…it means shelf)  These are placed up very high on the wall, 
usually above eye-level of the tallest person in the house. 

o Depending which sect you follow, specific objects may be needed on your altar but in all cases it is used 
as a place to pray and leave offerings 

o Some families have both 

• Tatami – yes, this room needs tatami.  Tatami mats are very thick rectangular mats woven from straw with linen 
or hemp warp threads.  Their size is about 3’x6’ to permit either two people to sit together or one person to 
sleep on them.   

Note on woodwork and colors: 

Japanese rooms often have decorative woodwork running along the top at or slightly above the doors.  Sometimes this 
is used as a narrow rail which can be used to hang things but it may also just be decorative. 

Obviously you can paint things whatever color you’d like, but an ivory shade of white is very common, as well as a muted 
shade of jade green for the tokonoma area.   

 


